WINE
MENU

CHAMPAGNE
GH Mumm Brut

R 1700

This Champagne is brightly sparkling, light golden yellow liquid with
an abundance of fine and elegant bubbles. An explosion of freshness
in the mouth, followed by strong persistence. The complex aromas of
fresh fruit and caramel perpetuate the intensity.

GH Mumm Rose

R 1 950

This champagne has a relatively pale salmon pink color with light
orange highlights and abundant bubbles that explode to create a fine
and lively head. A lively, dynamic attach reminiscent of fruits of the
forrest, and a freshness that is elegant, fine and subtle.

GH Mumm Demi Sec

R 1 750

A deep colour with golden yellow a deep colour with golden yellow
and amber glints, it has an abundance of lively bubbles. Very round,
smooth and sweet with hints of honey candy. Mumm Demi-Sec
combines this sweetness with a distinctive freshness in the finish.
After cellar-ageing for several years its notes of dry fruit become
more definite.

SPARKLING WINE
Graham Beck Brut

Dawn Sauvignon Blanc

Laborie

R 160
R205

R 155

R 250

Flavours of tropical fruits and asparagus are complemented by a
steely raciness – characteristics of a multi-dimensional wine reflecting
superior fruit quality.

KWV

R 205

This elegant and refreshing Sauvignon Blanc shows aromas of citrus,
delicate floral, herbs and ripe stone fruit. The easy drinking palate is
soft, fleshy and juicy with hints of limes and a chalky minerality with a
balanced and seamless finish.

La Motte

R 250

An attractive straw colour with a green tint. The young wine shows
typical green apple and green bean flavours, supported by wild grass
flavours, with underlying tropical sweet melon flavours. The wine has
a fresh, lively style with a sight flinty character.

Nederburg Rose

Nederburg

R 190

Lime and apricot aromas with a touch of vanilla oak. Fresh
and aromatic with a creamy texture and very pleasant,
rounded mouthfeel.

De Wetshof Bon Vallon

R 300

An unwooded wine, Bon Vallon has a brisk and clean freshness
leading into a wide spectrum of classic flavours including citrus, wild
flowers and grilled nuts, with a nuanced mineraity on the aftertaste.

CHENNIN BLANC
Spier

R 150

Pale straw in colour with a green hue, the wine shows aromas of
lime and winter melon that follow through to a lingering
sweet-and-sour palate.

Graham Beck "The Game Reserve"

R 130

Pale rose colour. Aromas of candy floss, strawberries and dried herbs.
Clean fruity and refreshing flavours with a good acid structure.

R 185

Expect rich rewarding flavours of ripe tropical fruit and luscious
aromas. Aromatic, fruity and well-rounded – an elegant wine with a
soft silky texture and vibrant fresh finish.

R 285

This dry wine shows good variety characteristics with cherry fruit in
perfect balance with oak and vanilla flavours

R 180

This medium to full bodied wine has typical Cabernet characteristics
of blackcurrants and blackberries. The intense fruits are
complemented by dark chocolate, almond and white pepper spices

Graham Beck

R 260

The Cabernet Sauvignon has a deep purple colour, with complex
berry fruit and mint on the nose joined by mulberry on the palate.
Firm tannins and a balanced mouthfeel ensure a long finish.

SHIRAZ
Durbanville Hills

R 220

This spicy pepper and nutmeg flavours of this wine combine well
with the abundance of prunes.

Bochendal 1685

R 295

The style is classic, with the wine maturing in French oak for
14 months. The result is a wine with black fruit flavours, an elegant
structure and notes of exotic spice.

MERLOT
Villiera

R 230

The colour of the wine is a brilliant red. The aroma shows hints of
cedar wood and vanilla with attractive dark berry fruit. On the palate
the wine is rich and full with soft tannins and good acidity.

Laborie

R 165

A medium to full body wine is a brilliant red wine. The aroma shows
hints of cedar wood and vanilla with attractive dark berry fruit. On the
palate the wine is rich ad full with soft tannins and good acidity.

PINOTAGE
Villiera

R 225

A new style of Pinotage with subtle oak spice, plums, vanilla and a
slight smokiness on the nose. On the palate it is soft but
well-structured with good length.

Beyerskloof

CHARDONNAY

R 150

With juice gently extracted from quality red grapes to leave a sensual
salmon coloured wine, the flavours are diverse and complex: from
red berries to floral hints are found in this wine that tingles, tintillates
and warms any wine lover’s heart.

Laborie

This full flavoured wine has aromas of bell pepper, fig and gooseberry,
complimented by fresh minerality and hints of passion fruit. On the
palate the wine is fresh, well balanced and concentrated with a crisp,
lingering finish.

Bochendal 1685

Boschendal Blanc De Noir

R 420

Ripe purple and red fruit flavours with dark chocolate aromas. Full and
rich with a complex mixture of berry flavours, gentle tannins and an
integrated wood flavour.

SAUVGNON BLANC

ROSE

KWV

Introducing floral nose with strong tropical fruit flavours. Smooth
balanced palate with hints of lemon flavours and orange peel.
The fruit is balanced by a zesty, crisp and lingering finish.

Dusk

R 275

Chardonnay contributes elegance, Pinot Noir intensifies richness. This
unique blend has both character and finesse. The healthy fruit is
depicted clearly in the vital intensity of this wine with a slightly leading
acidity; this performs in balance with the remaining impact of the
vintage’s components

R 420

Alluring with a rich complexity and a slight green tint that teems with
lively bubbles. Nuances of fresh fruit, almonds and rich buttery bread,
delight the senses.
.

SUN INTERNATIONAL WINES

Haute Cabriere Chard / Pinot Noir

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

This delightful sparkling wine exudes light yeasty aromas, limey fresh
fruit on the nose, and rich creamy complexity on the palate.

Pongracz Desiderius

OTHER WHITE WINES

R 225

A medium to full-bodied Pinotage with deep red colour. A complex
wine with plum and red berry flavours well integrated with oak
aromas. Ideal with pasta dishes and venison.

RED BLENDS
Meerlust Rubicon

R 950

Very deep, youthful colour and intense almost purple hue. Very
classic Rubicon nose with violets, ripe plum, cedar wood and intense
spiciness. Still young ad still intense, promising further maturation
potential. The palate is full bodied, structured but packed with fresh
dark fruit and rounded, linear tannins.

Bochendal "1685"

R 285

Made in the classic style and using French oak for maturation, the
Boschendal Shiraz- Cabernet Sauvignon brings the best characteristics of the two varietals to the fore. The Cabernet Sauvignon’s meaty
depth and firm tannins are offset by the Shiraz’s lingering spice and
black fruit. A very easy wine to drink.

